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1 TOP Documentation

1.1 Basic structure of TOP

TOP (Trajectory Optimization Program) is a fully object oriented simulation developed in Java
http://www.java.com with the help of Netbeans http://www.netbeans.org/.

TOP basically consists of 4 steps no matter which kind of functionality you choose:

1. Input
The program reads the input structure (see sect. 1.2). Using the given input it immediately
calculates the settings (for the beamline, plotting, calculations,...) for all required processes
and holds them in the "TOWorkingList". The input layout is stored in the "BeamLine"
which consists of "Elements".

After this step all parameters are known for each calculation that has to be done and all
elements are placed properly in the beamline (Attention no settings are applied yet to the
elements (i.e. all currents are zero, ...)).

2. Calculation of Trajectories
In a next step the "BeamLine" is used to read each setting stored in the "TOWorkingList"
and calculate the appropriate trajectory (which is then also stored in "TOWorkingList").

3. Additional Calculations
Now that all parameters, and trajectories are known the "TOWorkingList" performs all fur-
ther calculations like calculating the dispersion, optimizing currents, ... .

4. Output
In this last step all results are saved automatically to the correct files (see 1.3).

The class diagrams of the four most important classes will be presented in the following:

The class diagram for the class BeamLine is shown in figure 1.1. This class is responsible for
holding all beamline elements and distributing tasks to them.
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Figure 1.1: Class BeamLine

The class diagram for the class TOWorkingList is shown in figure 1.2. This class is responsible
for holding all settings, data and tasks for the simulation as well as the results.
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Figure 1.2: Class TOWorkingList

The class diagram for the class Element is shown in figure 1.3. This class represents an element
of the beamline.
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Figure 1.3: Class Element

The class diagram for the class Trajectory is shown in figure 1.4. This class holds the calculated
trajectory data and is able to do some calculations on it.
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Figure 1.4: Class Trajectory

1.2 XML Input for TOP

The input of the simulation consists of four xml files. One specifies the layout of the beamline,
one applies given settings to this beamline, one tells the simulation what simulations are to be run
and the fourth one is to specify some external data points (like experimentally measured data).
These four files are structured in the following way:

• A) CONTROL *.xml
• B) LAYOUT *.xml
• C) SETTINGS *.xml
• D) DATA *.xml

A) CONTROL *.xml

The CONTROL *.xml are used to tell the simulation what to do and which layout and set-
tings to use. These files have to have the following basic structure, where exactly one layoutFile,
settingsFile and plot tag are required:
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Listing 1.1: CONTROL *.xml
<input>

< l a y o u t F i l e f i leName="name and l o c a t i o n o f LAYOUT ∗ . xml" />
<s e t t i n g s F i l e f i leName="name and l o c a t i o n o f SETTINGS ∗ . xml" />
<p lo t batchTime="10000">
<!−− Put here the p l o t commands or c a l c u l a t i o n s you want to

perform on the s p e c i f i e d Beamline ! −−>
</plot>

</input>

The node plot has the following attributes:

• batchTime: The time in ms (integer) until a timer closes the simulation in batch processing.
Put it to zero or leave it away to not set the timer.

The following plot commands and calculations are possible (only one per control-file):

1. Plot the Trajectory, f(z) = x

<CHARTplot zmin="122.0" zmax="235.0" x="0.0" xp="0.0"
magFieldY="−30e−06" switchQuadrupoles="on" s tepp ing ="0.01"
t i t l e ="exper imenta l setup" s c r e en="y" raw="y" pdf="y"
svg="y" plotNo="1" />

This creates a plot of the trajectory: horizontal beam position x VS longitudinal beam po-
sition z.
It is possible to use several of the CHARTplot tags at the same time, then all specified
trajectories will be plotted in the same figure.
The parameters of this option are the following:

• zmin: The z starting point of the calculation in m.

• zmax : The z ending point of the calculation in m.

• x : The x starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• xp: The xp starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• magFieldY : A given external magnetic field B (i.e. the magnetic field of the Earth) in T.

• switchQuadrupoles: This option can be: on or off. It tells the program to set all
quadrupole currents to zero.

• stepping : The spacing of calculated data points in m.

• title: The title of the figure. Be aware that in the case of multiple CHARTplot com-
mands the title of the FIRST CHARTplot will be used for the figure

• zMinCalc: Only the section of the beamline in between zMinCalc and zMaxCalc will
be used for the calculation of the integrals, RMS values and peak to peak values. z
value in m.
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• zMaxCalc: Only the section of the beamline in between zMinCalc and zMaxCalc will
be used for the calculation of the integrals, RMS values and peak to peak values. z
value in m.

• screen: Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to the screen.

• raw : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to raw data format
(calculated trajectories).

• pdf : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to pdf (figure).

• svg : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to svg (figure).

• plotNo: A running (integer) number of the plot.

2. Plot the Trajectory for different Energies at fixed k,
f(z) = x

<CHARTenergyVariation zmin="122.0" zmax="235.0" x="0.0"
xp="0.0" magFieldY="−30e−06" switchQuadrupoles="on"
s tepp ing ="0.01" t i t l e ="exper imenta l setup" s c r e en="y"
raw="y" pdf="y" svg="y" plotNo="1" beamEnergyStart ="0.4"
beamEnergyEnd="1.0" beamEnergySteps="7"/>

This creates a plot of the trajectories for many different Energies (The k value stays con-
stant, that means the quadrupole currents are rescaled for each new energy): horizontal
beam position x VS longitudinal beam position z.
It is possible to use several of the CHARTenergyVariation tags at the same time, then all
specified trajectories will be plotted in the same figure. It can also be mixed with CHART-
plot and vice versa.
The parameters of this option are the following:

• zmin: The z starting point of the calculation in m.

• zmax : The z ending point of the calculation in m.

• x : The x starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• xp: The xp starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• magFieldY : A given external magnetic field B (i.e. the magnetic field of the Earth) in T.

• switchQuadrupoles: This option can be: on or off. It tells the program to set all
quadrupole currents to zero.

• stepping : The spacing of calculated data points in m.

• title: The title of the figure. Be aware that in the case of multiple CHARTplot com-
mands the title of the FIRST CHARTplot will be used for the figure

• screen: Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to the screen.
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• raw : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to raw data format
(calculated trajectories).

• pdf : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to pdf (figure).

• svg : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to svg (figure).

• plotNo: A running (integer) number of the plot.

• beamEnergyStart : The lowest Energy used for plotting, give in GeV.

• beamEnergyEnd : The highest Energy used for plotting, give in GeV.

• beamEnergySteps: Number of trajectories plotted in between beamEnergyStart and
beamEnergyEnd. In addition to these the Trajectory of the reference energy will be
plotted.

3. Plot the distance between trajectories, f(z) = dx
dE

<CHARTdxOverZ zmin="122.0" zmax="235.0" x="0.0" xp="0.0"
magFieldY="−30e−06" switchQuadrupoles="on" s tepp ing ="0.01"
t i t l e ="exper imenta l setup" s c r e en="y" raw="y" pdf="y"
svg="y" plotNo="1" beamEnergyStart ="0.4"
beamEnergyEnd="1.0" beamEnergySteps="7"/>

CHARTdxOverZ creates a plot of the distance between trajectories for many different
Energies (The k value stays constant, that means the quadrupole currents are rescaled for
each new energy): difference in horizontal beam position divided by difference in energy
dx/dE VS longitudinal beam position z.

The parameters of this option are the following:

• zmin: The z starting point of the calculation in m.

• zmax : The z ending point of the calculation in m.

• x : The x starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• xp: The xp starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• magFieldY : A given external magnetic field B (i.e. the magnetic field of the Earth) in T.

• switchQuadrupoles: This option can be: on or off. It tells the program to set all
quadrupole currents to zero.

• stepping : The spacing of calculated data points in m.

• title: The title of the figure. Be aware that in the case of multiple CHARTplot com-
mands the title of the FIRST CHARTplot will be used for the figure

• screen: Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to the screen.
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• raw : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to raw data format
(calculated trajectories).

• pdf : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to pdf (figure).

• svg : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to svg (figure).

• plotNo: A running (integer) number of the plot.

• beamEnergyStart : The lowest Energy used for plotting, give in GeV.

• beamEnergyEnd : The highest Energy used for plotting, give in GeV.

• beamEnergySteps: Number of trajectories plotted in between beamEnergyStart and
beamEnergyEnd. In addition to these the Trajectory of the reference energy will be
plotted.

4. Plot the x position of the trajectory and the x position
times the energy at a given z position, f(E) = x|z=const.

and f(E) = x · E|z=const.

<CHARTdxOverE zmin="122.0" zmax="235.0" x="0.0" xp="0.0"
magFieldY="−30e−06" switchQuadrupoles="on" s tepp ing ="0.01"
t i t l e ="exper imenta l setup" s c r e en="y" raw="y" pdf="y"
svg="y" plotNo="1" beamEnergyStart ="0.4"
beamEnergyEnd="1.0" beamEnergySteps="7" zPlot="150">

CHARTdxOverE creates a plot of the x position and the x position multiplied by the
energy as a function of energy. The values are computed for a given z value. The k value
stays constant for different energies, that means the quadrupole currents are rescaled for
each new energy. Note that: f(E) = x · E|z=const. = const.

The parameters of this option are the following:

• zmin: The z starting point of the calculation in m.

• zmax : The z ending point of the calculation in m.

• x : The x starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• xp: The xp starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• magFieldY : A given external magnetic field B (i.e. the magnetic field of the Earth) in T.

• switchQuadrupoles: This option can be: on or off. It tells the program to set all
quadrupole currents to zero.

• stepping : The spacing of calculated data points in m.

• title: The title of the figure. Be aware that in the case of multiple CHARTplot com-
mands the title of the FIRST CHARTplot will be used for the figure
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• screen: Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to the screen.

• raw : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to raw data format
(calculated trajectories).

• pdf : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to pdf (figure).

• svg : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to svg (figure).

• plotNo: A running (integer) number of the plot.

• beamEnergyStart : The lowest Energy used for plotting, give in GeV.

• beamEnergyEnd : The highest Energy used for plotting, give in GeV.

• beamEnergySteps: Number of trajectories plotted in between beamEnergyStart and
beamEnergyEnd. In addition to these the Trajectory of the reference energy will be
plotted.

• zPlot : The constant z value, the plot will be created for in m.

5. Plot the x position times the Energy as a function of z,
f(z) = x · E

<Correc torS lope zmin="122.0" zmax="235.0" x="0.0" xp="0.0"
magFieldY="−30e−06" switchQuadrupoles="on" s tepp ing ="0.01"
t i t l e ="exper imenta l setup" s c r e en="y" raw="y" pdf="y"
svg="y" plotNo="1" beamEnergyStart ="0.4"
beamEnergyEnd="1.0" beamEnergySteps="3"/>

CorrectorSlope creates a plot of the x position multiplied by the energy (constant value
for given z) as a function of z. The k value stays constant for different energies, that means
the quadrupole currents are rescaled for each new energy.

The parameters of this option are the following:

• zmin: The z starting point of the calculation in m.

• zmax : The z ending point of the calculation in m.

• x : The x starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• xp: The xp starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• magFieldY : A given external magnetic field B (i.e. the magnetic field of the Earth) in T.

• switchQuadrupoles: This option can be: on or off. It tells the program to set all
quadrupole currents to zero.

• stepping : The spacing of calculated data points in m.
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• title: The title of the figure. Be aware that in the case of multiple CHARTplot com-
mands the title of the FIRST CHARTplot will be used for the figure

• screen: Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to the screen.

• raw : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to raw data format
(calculated trajectories).

• pdf : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to pdf (figure).

• svg : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to svg (figure).

• plotNo: A running (integer) number of the plot.

• beamEnergyStart : The lowest Energy used for plotting, give in GeV.

• beamEnergyEnd : The highest Energy used for plotting, give in GeV.

• beamEnergySteps: Number of trajectories plotted in between beamEnergyStart and
beamEnergyEnd. In addition to these the Trajectory of the reference energy will be
plotted.

• zPlot : The constant z value, the plot will be created for in m.

6. Optimize the corrector current to achieve the best tra-
jectory

<opt imizeCurrent zmin="122.5" zmax="235.0" x="0.0" xp="0.0"
magFieldY="−30.0e−6" switchQuadrupoles="on"
s tepp ing ="0.01" t i t l e ="Optimize Corrector Currents Q on"
s c r e en="y" raw="y" pdf="y" svg="y" plotNo="1"
optimizationMode ="0.0"/>

optimizeCurrent tries to find the best possible currents for the correctors to compensate
the Earth’s magnetic field. Different strategies are applied. The found solution will be plot-
ted.

The parameters of this option are the following:

• zmin: The z starting point of the calculation in m.

• zmax : The z ending point of the calculation in m.

• x : The x starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• xp: The xp starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• magFieldY : A given external magnetic field B (i.e. the magnetic field of the Earth) in T.

• switchQuadrupoles: This option can be: on or off. It tells the program to set all
quadrupole currents to zero.
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• stepping : The spacing of calculated data points in m.

• title: The title of the figure. Be aware that in the case of multiple CHARTplot com-
mands the title of the FIRST CHARTplot will be used for the figure

• screen: Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to the screen.

• raw : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to raw data format
(calculated trajectories).

• pdf : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to pdf (figure).

• svg : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to svg (figure).

• plotNo: A running (integer) number of the plot.

• optimizationMode: a double number that specifies the optimization algorithm used.

– a number > 0.0: the 2 iteration maximum constraint approach will be used with
JMinuit for the last corrector

– a number = 0.0: the one iteration method will be used with JMinuit for the last
corrector

– a number = 777.0: the whole trajectory will be optimized using JMinuit

7. Plot the dispersion of the beamline, D(z) = dx
dE
E0

<Dispe r s i onRe la t i on zmin="122.0" zmax="235.0" x="0.0"
xp="0.0" magFieldY="−30e−06" switchQuadrupoles="on"
s tepp ing ="0.01" t i t l e ="exper imenta l setup" s c r e en="y"
raw="y" pdf="y" svg="y" plotNo="1"
beamEnergyDelta="0.0001"/>

DispersionRelation plot the dispersion for the beamline using a give absolute energy in-
crement to simulate infinitesimal increase. The method converges very fast to the values for
infinitesimal calculation.

The parameters of this option are the following:

• zmin: The z starting point of the calculation in m.

• zmax : The z ending point of the calculation in m.

• x : The x starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• xp: The xp starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• magFieldY : A given external magnetic field B (i.e. the magnetic field of the Earth) in T.
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• switchQuadrupoles: This option can be: on or off. It tells the program to set all
quadrupole currents to zero.

• stepping : The spacing of calculated data points in m.

• title: The title of the figure. Be aware that in the case of multiple CHARTplot com-
mands the title of the FIRST CHARTplot will be used for the figure

• zMinCalc: Only the section of the beamline in between zMinCalc and zMaxCalc will
be used for the calculation of the integrals, RMS values and peak to peak values. z
value in m.

• zMaxCalc: Only the section of the beamline in between zMinCalc and zMaxCalc will
be used for the calculation of the integrals, RMS values and peak to peak values. z
value in m.

• screen: Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to the screen.

• raw : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to raw data format
(calculated trajectories).

• pdf : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to pdf (figure).

• svg : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to svg (figure).

• plotNo: A running (integer) number of the plot.

• beamEnergyDelta: Energy increment in GeV. 0.0001 should be sufficient.

8. Monte Carlo Simulation of the effects of unproperly placed
quadrupoles on the trajectory and the dispersion

<MonteCarloQuadrupole zmin="122.0" zmax="235.0" x="0.0"
xp="0.0" magFieldY="0.0" switchQuadrupoles="on"
s tepp ing ="0.01" t i t l e ="Monte Carlo Simulat ion f o r D −
Sigma dependence − 1 .0 BOFF − ECOL/TCOL" s c r e en="y"
raw="y" pdf="y" svg="y" plotNo="1" N="1000"
approxQuadYQuality ="0.0010" randMode="gauss ian "
zMinCalc ="203.43225" zMaxCalc="233.42675"
beamEnergyDelta ="0.0001" usedQuadrupoles="Q3ECOL Q4ECOL
Q5ECOL Q2TCOL Q8TCOL Q9TCOL" beamEnergyFix="0.0"/>

MonteCarloQuadrupole simulates the effects on the trajectory and the dispersion for not
perfectly aligned quadrupoles in the beamline. A histogram and data of: the quadratic
integral of the trajectory, the RMS at the BPMs, the peak to peak trajectory, the peak to
peak at BPM, the quadratic integral of the dispersion, the dispersion RMS at the BPMs,
the peak to peak dispersion and the peak to peak dispersion at BPM is available.

The parameters of this option are the following:

• zmin: The z starting point of the calculation in m.
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• zmax : The z ending point of the calculation in m.

• x : The x starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• xp: The xp starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• magFieldY : A given external magnetic field B (i.e. the magnetic field of the Earth) in T.

• switchQuadrupoles: This option can be: on or off. It tells the program to set all
quadrupole currents to zero.

• stepping : The spacing of calculated data points in m.

• title: The title of the figure. Be aware that in the case of multiple CHARTplot com-
mands the title of the FIRST CHARTplot will be used for the figure

• screen: Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to the screen.

• raw : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to raw data format
(calculated trajectories).

• pdf : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to pdf (figure).

• svg : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to svg (figure).

• plotNo: A running (integer) number of the plot.

• N : Number of Monte Carlo runs.

• approxQuadYQuality : The sigma of the Gaussian mode or cutoff of the uniform mode
in m.

• randMode: either Gaussian or uniform.

• zMinCalc: Only the section of the beamline in between zMinCalc and zMaxCalc will
be used for the calculation of the integrals, RMS values and peak to peak values. z
value in m.

• zMaxCalc: Only the section of the beamline in between zMinCalc and zMaxCalc will
be used for the calculation of the integrals, RMS values and peak to peak values. z
value in m.

• beamEnergyDelta: Energy increment in GeV. 0.0001 should be sufficient. Used for the
calculation of the dispersion.

• usedQuadrupoles: A list of the names of quadrupoles which should be included in the
Monte Carlo process.

• beamEnergyFix : It is possible to run for a different energy than specified in the settings.
The k value stays constant for different energies, that means the quadrupole currents
are rescaled for the new energy.
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9. Plot the trajectory and measurements to compare them

<CompareWithExperimentalData zmin="122.0" zmax="235.0"
x="0.0" xp="0.0" magFieldY="−30e−06"
switchQuadrupoles="on" s tepp ing ="0.01" t i t l e ="Comparison
Simulat ion − Experimental Data" s c r e en="y" raw="y" pdf="y"
svg="y" plotNo="1"
dataFileName="\BEAMLINE\DATA\DATA FLASH 8966. xml"/>

CompareWithExperimentalData fits the simulation to two of the measured data points
to be able to compare the simulation and real data.

The parameters of this option are the following:

• zmin: The z starting point of the calculation in m.

• zmax : The z ending point of the calculation in m.

• x : The x starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• xp: The xp starting point of the calculation at zmin in m.

• magFieldY : A given external magnetic field B (i.e. the magnetic field of the Earth) in T.

• switchQuadrupoles: This option can be: on or off. It tells the program to set all
quadrupole currents to zero.

• stepping : The spacing of calculated data points in m.

• title: The title of the figure. Be aware that in the case of multiple CHARTplot com-
mands the title of the FIRST CHARTplot will be used for the figure

• screen: Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to the screen.

• raw : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to raw data format
(calculated trajectories).

• pdf : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to pdf (figure).

• svg : Flag y or n. Tells the program if the output should be put to svg (figure).

• plotNo: A running (integer) number of the plot.

• dataFileName: Filename of the measured data.

B) LAYOUT *.xml

The LAYOUT *.xml is used to specify the elements of the beamline:
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Listing 1.2: LAYOUT *.xml
<input>

<l ayout t i t l e ="FLASH" zMin="122.5" zMax="235.0">
<!−− Undulators −−>
<!−− Quadrupoles −−>
<!−− Correc to r s / S t e e r e r s −−>
<!−− Beam Pos i t i on Monitors −−>
</layout>

</input>

The node layout has the following attributes:

• title: Name of the layout/accelerator.

• zMin: Longitudinal starting position of this layout (in m).

• zMax : Longitudinal ending position of this layout (in m).

The layout has to be designed carefully. It is not possible to have overlapping elements (except
for merged quadrupole-correctors (see below) or BPMs).

The beamline can consist of the following elements:

1. Quadrupole, f(z) = x

<quadrupole name="Q4SUND3" centerZ ="180.198"
magLength="0.2768" gradientFactorA1 ="0.128"
powerSupply="Q5SUND1" xOf f s e t ="0.001"/>

This creates a quadrupole at the specified position.
The parameters of the quadrupole are the following:

• name: The name (unique) of the element.

• centerZ : The position of the center of the element in m on the longitudinal axes.

• magLength: The effective length of the element in m.

• gradientFactorA1 : Factor for the gradient of the quadrupole: gradient[ T
m ] = a0[ T

m ] +
a1[ T

mA ] ∗ I[A].

• powerSupply : The name of the element’s power supply. Do not specify if the element
has its own supply.

• xOffset : The offset in x direction in m.

2. Corrector

<c o r r e c t o r plane="h" name="H9ACC6" centerZ ="122.809"
magLength="0.185" f i e l dFac to rA ="7.1E−4"
powerSupply="H10ACC6"/>
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This creates a corrector at the specified position. It is possible to merge quadrupoles and
correctors if they have the same centerZ and the same magLength.
The parameters of the corrector are the following:

• plane: The plane the corrector is used for: "h" or "v".

• name: The name (unique) of the element.

• centerZ : The position of the center of the element in m on the longitudinal axes.

• magLength: The effective length of the element in m.

• fieldFactorA: Factor for the field of the corrector: B[T ] = a[ T
A ] ∗ I[A].

• powerSupply : The name of the element’s power supply. Do not specify if the element
has its own supply.

3. Undulator

<undulator name="UND0" centerZ ="205.6845" maxB="0.486"
periodLength ="0.0273" numberOfPoles="330"/>

This creates a undulator at the specified position.
The parameters of the undulator are the following:

• name: The name (unique) of the element.

• centerZ : The position of the center of the element in m on the longitudinal axes.

• maxB : The B field of the dipoles in T.

• periodLength: The length of one undulator period in m.

• numberOfPoles: The number of poles of the undulator. (Note: magLength = 1
2periodLength·

numberOfPoles)

4. Beam position monitor (BPM)

<BPM name="9ACC6" centerZ ="122.56"/>

This creates a beam position monitor at the specified position. The BPM is tho only ele-
ment which can be at any position of the beamline with respect to the other elements (i.e.
it can be in an undulator, quadrupole, steerer or in between). The length of the BPM is
approximately 0.
The parameters of the BPM are the following:

• name: The name (unique) of the element.

• centerZ : The position of the center of the element in m on the longitudinal axes.
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C) SETTINGS *.xml

The SETTINGS *.xml is used to specify the current setting of the beamline (beam energy and
power):

Listing 1.3: SETTINGS *.xml
<input>

<s e t t i n g s t i t l e ="FLASH" beamEnergy="1.0">
<!−− put here the power s e t t i n g s −−>

</s e t t i n g s >
</input>

The node settings has the following attributes:

• title: Name of the layout/accelerator.

• beamEnergy : Energy of the beam in GeV.

The settings you can specify are:

Powersupply

<powerSupply name="Q9ACC6" cur rent ="20.791304"/>

This creates a power supply with a given name and current.

• name: The name (unique) of the power supply.

• current : The current of the power supply in A.

D) DATA *.xml

The DATA *.xml is used to include experimentally measured data points in the simulation:

Listing 1.4: DATA *.xml
<input>

<data f i l e ="2008−11−21T174454">
<!−− s p e c i f y data −−>

</data>
</input>

The node data has the following attributes:

• file: Name of the measurement.

You can add measured data points:
Point

<po int name="6MATCH" x="0.00273479" />
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This creates a data point for a given BPM.

• name: The name (unique) of a BPM.

• x : The measured x position in m.

1.3 Output produced by TOP

As TOP provides lots of different functionality the variety of produced output is large. All output
however is saved to C:\\RESULTS\. TOP takes care of the directory structure itself. A naming
convention for all files is applied using the filename of the input control file, the date and the type
of output file.

In this results folder several sub folders provide the actual output these are:

• CURRENTS
Files provided here contain the calculated optimized corrector currents in suitable xml for-
mat for use in a SETTINGS *.xml file.

• DISPRESULTS
Files provided here contain the calculated values for characteristic parameters of the disper-
sion D in the specified region of the beamline.

• MONTECARLORESULTS
There are two types of files in this folder. One contains the characteristic parameters calcu-
lated in the MCS. The same file with "LONG" in the filename contains all data produced
by the MCS for further use in other programs.

• OPTRESULTS
Files in this section contain all output of a current-optimization run, like characteristic
parameters (attention here they are calculated for the whole beamline!), currents and coor-
dinates at the BPMs.

• PDF
Contains the images of the produced plot as .pdf file.

• RAW
Contains the raw data of all calculated trajectories (z, x, x’, type) for use in other programs.

• SVG
Contains the images of the produced plot as .svg file.

• TRAJRESULTS
Files provided here contain the calculated values for characteristic parameters of the trajec-
tory x in the specified region of the beamline and the coordinates at the BPMs.

• DXVALUES
The calculated data points for the plot delta x - z.
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• DXRMS
The RMS of all lines calculated in an delta x - z run. May be multiple entries if this was a
energy variation run (one RMS for each energy calculated).

1.4 Libraries needed by TOP

TOP needs several libraries to run which are:

• JFreeChart
JFreeChart is used for plotting.
Version used: 1.0.13
Homepage: http://www.jfree.org/jfreechart/
Available at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/jfreechart/files/

• JCommon
JCommon is needed by JFreeChart.
Version used: 1.0.16
Homepage: http://www.jfree.org/jcommon/
Available at: http://sourceforge.net/projects/jfreechart/files/3.%20JCommon/

• iText
iText is used to convert charts produced by JFreeChart to pdf.
Version used: 2.1.7
Homepage: http://www.lowagie.com/iText/
Available at: http://www.lowagie.com/iText/download.html

• Batik
Batik is used to convert charts produced by JFreeChart to svg.
Version used: 1.7
Homepage: http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/
Available at: http://xmlgraphics.apache.org/batik/download.cgi

• JMinuit
JMinuit is used for optimization (minimization) of functions.
Version used: 1.0
Homepage: http://java.freehep.org/
Available at: http://java.freehep.org/maven2/org/freehep/freehep-jminuit/1.0/
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